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New Ends
We are building a better food community. Powered by our Owners, we create and
strengthen local food connections that are honest, accessible, educational and
inspiring. We are a cooperative grocery store and measure our success on a triple
bottom-line: People, Planet, Pro�it  – but more than that, we’re a gathering place and
vibrant community resource. Chicago Market exists so that... 

End A: Relationships �lourish among farmers, food producers, our staff, our shoppers,
and our community.

End B: Our community and shoppers are connected to their sources of food.

End C: Owners and the community are engaged with the Co-op and each other.

End D: Shoppers have a sustainable and socially responsible place to buy groceries.

End E: There is a grocery store owned by the community where all feel welcome.

End F: Local farmers and producers have a viable market for their goods.

PREVIOUS ENDS: 

We are building a better food community. Powered by our Owners, we create and
strengthen local food connections that are honest, accessible, educational and
inspiring. We are a cooperative grocery store and measure our success on a triple
bottom-line: People, Planet, Pro�it  – but more than that, we’re a gathering place and
vibrant community resource.

Ends A: Chicago Market is increasing the livelihood of its community - from north-side
Chicago to the farms.

https://3.basecamp.com/3179769/buckets/1652999/vaults/261501679
https://3.basecamp.com/3179769/buckets/1652999/vaults/265835697
https://3.basecamp.com/3179769/buckets/1652999/vaults/265837937
https://3.basecamp.com/3179769/projects/1652999


Ends B: Owners of Chicago Market are engaged with the Co-op and each other.

Ends C: Through our operations, economic and social decisions, Chicago Market is
promoting environmental sustainability. 

Ends D: Chicago Market is increasing connectivity and transparency between
community and sources of food.

End E: Chicago Market is improving the Chicago foodshed.

End F: The diversity of our community is represented.

Ends Statement - what needs are to be met/“what good”, for whom, and at what cost
 
TIPS TO REMEMBER WHEN WRITING ENDS STATEMENTS 

. Avoid the temptation to include operational “means” when de�ining the
organizational “Ends.” Think of the Ends as the “destination,” not “the car, or
bicycle, or train.” 

Writing tip: “XYZ exists to…” often results in means language; “XYZ exists so
that…” is more conducive to getting results-oriented language 

. Pay close attention to the use of verbs as these often represent activities and not
the eventual outcome to be achieved (the recipient should be the subject).

. Pay close attention to words that describe “effort” (support, endeavor, etc.) as these
are often means. Consider the difference between the phrases: “Our co-op will
SUPPORT member-owner education” vs. Our co-op will HAVE knowledgeable,
educated member-owners.”

. Avoid process words (education, preparation, etc.) vs. outcome words (knowledge,
preparedness, etc.)

. Avoid agonizing over the words. Use the language you want, but remember that the
policies will be interpreted by management.

. Avoid agonizing over how di�icult it will be to measure the outcome. It is far
preferable to have an imprecise measurement of a meaningful outcome, than to
have an exact measurement of a less meaningful one. 
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